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Energy transfers and locality in magnetohydrodynamic turbulence
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The shell-to-shell energy transfer rates for magnetohydrodynamic �MHD� turbulence are computed
analytically, which shows local energy transfer rates from velocity to velocity, velocity to magnetic,
magnetic to velocity, and magnetic to magnetic fields for nonhelical MHD in the inertial range. It
is also found that for kinetic-energy dominated MHD fluid, there is a preferential shell-to-shell
energy transfer from kinetic to magnetic energy; the transfer is reversed for magnetic-energy
dominated MHD fluid. This property is probably the reason for the asymptotic value of Alfvén ratio
to be close to 0.5. The analytical results are in close agreement with recent numerical results. When
magnetic and kinetic helicities are turned on, the helical contributions are opposite to the
corresponding nonhelical contributions. The helical energy transfers have significant nonlocal
components. © 2005 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.1993067�
I. INTRODUCTION

Turbulent fluid and plasma flows exhibit complex behav-
ior. One such phenomenon is the energy transfers among
various scales. For fluid turbulence the energy transfer issues
have been investigated in great detail. However, detailed
analysis of these processes is lacking in magnetohydrody-
namic �MHD� turbulence. Detailed understanding of energy
transfer is useful for understanding various physical process,
for example, dynamo mechanism to generate magnetic field
in astrophysical objects. These results are also useful in mod-
eling MHD flows and simulations. For example, we need to
model backscatter and forward energy transfer for large-eddy
simulations. In the present paper we investigate the above
issues analytically.

Kolmogorov’s fluid turbulence phenomenology for in-
compressible turbulence is based on local energy transfer
between wavenumber shells. There are several quantitative
theories in fluid turbulence about the amount of energy trans-
fer between neighboring wavenumber shells. For example,
Kraichnan1 showed that 35% of the energy flux comes from
the wavenumber triads in which the smallest wave-number is
greater than one-half of the middle wavenumber. This phe-
nomenology has been verified using numerical and analytical
methods.2–5 Debliquy et al.6 recently studied the issues of
energy transfers in decaying MHD turbulence using direct
numerical simulation �DNS�. Alexakis et al.7 and Mininni et
al.8 performed the similar calculations for forced MHD tur-
bulence for both helical and nonhelical flows. They found
that typically, the shell-to-shell energy transfer is local. In the
present paper we compute the above quantities analytically,
and compare them with the numerical results.

The interactions in MHD are through �u�k� ,u�p� ,u�k
−p�� and �b�k� ,u�p� ,b�k−p�� triads, where �u ,b� are the

velocity and magnetic fields, respectively, and k , p, and k
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−p are the wavenumbers of the triad. Kraichnan1 gave a
general formalism to compute the magnitudes of triad inter-
actions using transfer function S�k � p ,q�.9 In this paper we
will compute the shell-to-shell energy transfer using a modi-
fied method called mode-to-mode energy transfer rate
S�k�p�q�, which represents the energy transfer mode from p
to mode k, with mode q acting as a mediator. The new for-
malism is necessary for computing the shell-to-shell energy
transfer because the earlier formalism suffers from ambiguity
arising due to the third leg of the interaction �see Refs. 10
and 11�. The calculation is done using perturbative field-
theory up to first-order in perturbation. We take Kolmogor-
ov’s spectrum for the energy spectrum as discussed in cur-
rent numerical and analytical papers.12–17 Note that the field-
theoretic calculations have a lot of similarity with eddy-
damped quasi-normal Markovian �EDQNM� approximation.

MHD turbulence involves interactions among velocity
and magnetic modes, hence energy transfer takes place be-
tween velocity to velocity, magnetic to magnetic, velocity to
magnetic, and magnetic to velocity modes. Debliquy et al.6

computed the shell-to-shell energy transfers in decaying
MHD turbulence using simulation data on 5123. In their cal-
culation cross helicity, magnetic helicity, and kinetic helicity
are negligible. They also took the mean magnetic field to
zero. Debliquy et al. found forward and local energy transfer
from velocity to velocity, and magnetic to magnetic fields.
Regarding the velocity-to-magnetic energy transfer, for the
Alfvén ratio greater than approximately 0.4, the energy trans-
fer is from kinetic to magnetic; the transfer direction is re-
versed for Alfvén ratio less than 0.4. Dar et al.,10 Alexakis et
al., 7 and Mininni et al.8 have done the similar analysis for
two-dimensional �2D� and 3D forced MHD turbulence, with
forcing at small wavenumber modes of velocity. They find
local energy transfer for velocity to velocity fields, and mag-

netic to magnetic fields in the inertial range. However, the
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small-wavenumber velocity shells provide energy to the
small-wavenumber magnetic shells, as well as to the inertial-
range magnetic shells. We will show in this paper that our
theoretical results on inertial-range energy transfers are in
general agreement with the above numerical results.

Pouquet et al.18 were the first to investigate whether in-
teractions in MHD turbulence are local or not. Their analysis
is based on EDQNM calculation. They claimed that nonlocal
interactions exist in MHD due to the mean magnetic field
�Alfvén effect� and helicity. According to Pouquet et al., the
local interactions cause the energy cascade, but the nonlocal
ones lead to an equipartition of kinetic and magnetic energy.
In the present paper we will also show that helicity induces
nonlocal energy transfers.

A detailed picture of energy transfers is very useful for
understanding turbulence and its modeling. In this paper we
will show how we can use our theoretical results to argue
why the asymptotic state of MHD turbulence is close to 0.5.
The detailed shell-to-shell energy transfer also provides us
important ideas for large-eddy simulations �see Debliquy et
al.6 for connection with large-eddy simulations� and
EDQNM calculation, which assumes local energy transfers
among wavenumber shells.

It is well known that compressible turbulence involves
energy transfers from pressure fluctuations to the velocity
and magnetic field.19–23 The theoretical, numerical, and ob-
servational studies show that the energy spectrum deviates
from Kolmogorov’s spectrum. For example, Burgers equa-
tion, which represents fully compressible fluid, has energy
spectrum proportional to k−2. The theory of compressible tur-
bulence is not yet developed as much as that for incompress-
ible turbulence. Due to the uncertainty of energy spectrum
and other properties in the inertial range, in this paper we
have confined ourselves to the study of shell-to-shell energy
transfer for incompressible turbulence only.

The outline of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II we
compute the shell-to-shell energy transfer rates for nonheli-
cal and helical MHD. In Sec. III we use our results to show
why the asymptotic state of MHD turbulence has Alfvén
ratio close to 0.5. The last section, Sec. IV, contains conclu-
sions.

II. CALCULATION OF THE SHELL-TO-SHELL ENERGY
TRANSFERS

In MHD turbulence, velocity �u� and magnetic fields �b�
interact with each other and among itself to produce complex
energy transfers. The energy exchange can take place be-
tween a u Fourier mode to u Fourier mode, between a b
Fourier mode to b Fourier mode, or between a u Fourier
mode to b Fourier mode. These transfers are studied using
Kraichnan’s formula S�k �p ,q�9 or mode-to-mode energy
transfer rate S�k �p ,q�. In this paper we use the mode-to-
mode energy transfer rates �SYX�k��p�q�� that represent the
energy transfer rates from mode p of field X to mode k of
�
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field Y, with mode q acting as a mediator.10,11 Note that k�
+p+q=0. This formalism is used for computing the shell-
to-shell energy transfer because the earlier formalism suffers
from ambiguity arising due to the third leg of the interaction
�see Refs. 10 and 11�. The mode-to-mode energy transfer
rates in MHD turbulence are given by

Suu�k��p�q� = − I��k� · u�q���u�k�� · u�p��� ,

Sbb�k��p�q� = − I��k� · u�q���b�k�� · b�p��� ,

Sub�k��p�q� = I��k� · b�q���u�k�� · b�p��� ,

Sbu�k��p�q� = I��k� · b�q���b�k�� · u�p��� ,

where the above four formulas denote the energy transfers
from u�p� to u�k�, from b�p� to b�k�, from b�p� to u�k�, and
from u�p� to b�k�, respectively. For the derivation, the reader
is referred to the original papers.10,11

Using the above formulas we compute the shell-to-shell
energy transfer in MHD turbulence by summing up the en-
ergy transfer among the Fourier modes. The energy transfer
rates from mth shell of field X �u or b� to nth shell of field
Y�u or b� are

Tnm
YX = �

k��n

�
p�m

�SYX�k��p�q�� .

The p-sum is over the mth shell, and the k�-sum is over the
nth shell.9,11 Since SYX�k��p�q� is a fluctuating quantity, we
perform an ensemble average to compute the average shell-
to-shell energy transfer. We compute the ensemble average
of S using a standard field-theoretic technique, a technique
similar to the EDQNM calculation.24–26 The calculation is
quite standard, and it can be found in McComb26 or Verma.11

The function �SYX�k��p�q�� depends on kinetic energy
�Eu�k��, magnetic energy �Eb�k��, cross helicity �Hc�k��,
magnetic helicity �HM�k��, kinetic helicity �HK�k��, and mean
magnetic field. The total cross helicity, magnetic helicity, and
kinetic helicity are defined as u ·b /2 ,a ·b /2, and u ·� /2, re-
spectively, where a and � are vector potential and vorticity,
respectively. The spectra of these quantities are defined ap-
propriately �refer to Verma11 for details�. For simplification
we compute S for zero cross helicity and zero magnetic field,
and in the inertial range using Kolmogorov’s energy spec-
trum. To study the effects of kinetic and magnetic helicities,
we have split S into helical and nonhelical components. The
helical terms contain kinetic and/or magnetic helicities. The
simplified expression �given below� is a function of Alfvén
ratio �rA=Eb�k� /Eu�k��, normalized magnetic helicity �rM

=kHM�k� /Eb�k��, and normalized kinetic helicity 	rK

=HK�k� / �kEu�k��
. Please note that we are working in three
dimensions.

In the inertial range, anticipating self-similarity we study
the energy transfers in terms of variables v= p /k� and w
=q /k . After lengthy algebra �details in Verma11� we obtain
�
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�SXY�v,w��
�

= � �Ku�3/2�2��2

k6 ��Fnonhelical
XY �v,w� + Fhelical

XY �v,w�� , �1�

where Ku is Kolmogorov’s constant for MHD turbulence, and some of the Fnonhelical
YX and Fhelical

YX are:

Fnonhelical
bb =

1
rA

t4�v,w��vw�−11/3 + 1
rA

t8�v,w�w−11/3 + 1
rA

2 t10�v,w�v−11/3

�*�1 + v2/3� + �*w2/3 , �2�

Fnonhelical
ub = −

1
rA

2 t2�v,w��vw�−11/3 + 1
rA

t7�v,w�w−11/3 + 1
rA

t11�v,w�v−11/3

�*�v2/3 + w2/3� + �* , �3�

Fnonhelical
bu = −

1
rA

t3�v,w��vw�−11/3 + 1
rA

2 t6�v,w�w−11/3 + 1
rA

t12�v,w�v−11/3

�*�1 + w2/3� + �*v2/3 , �4�

Fhelical
bb =

rMrK

rA
t4��v,w��vw�−11/3 +

rMrK

rA
t8��v,w�w−11/3 +

rMrM

rA
2 t10� �v,w�v−11/3

�*�1 + v2/3� + �*w2/3 . �5�
Here�* and �* are renormalized viscosity and resistivity pa-
rameters, and ti’s are functions of v and w. In this paper, we
consider �a� nonhelical MHD �rM =rK=0 and different rA’s�,
and �b� helical MHD �rA=1,rK=0.1,rM =−0.1�. For nonheli-
cal MHD with rA=0.5, 1, 2, the constants �Ku ,�* ,�*� taken
are �0.55, 2.1, 0.5�, �0.75, 1.0, 0.69�, �1.0, 0.64, 0.77�, re-
spectively �see Verma16,27 for the procedure to compute these
constants�. For helical MHD, our choice of rK=0.1 �small
positive� and rM =−0.1 �small negative� is one of the typical
values taken in numerical simulations, or observed in astro-
physical situations; for this case, the constants Ku=0.78,�*

=1.0,�*=0.69 have been taken from Verma.28

The wavenumbers shells are binned logarithmically with
the nth shell being �k0sn−1 ,k0sn� where s�1. Note that the
parameter s is similar to the scale-disparity parameter of
Zhou.3 We nondimensionalize the equations using the
transformation25

k =
a

u
, p =

a

u
v, q =

a

u
w , �6�

where a=k0sn−1. The resulting equation is

Tnm
YX

�
= Ku

3/21

2


s−1

1 du

u


usm−n

usm−n+1

dv
�1−v�

1+v

dw�vw�

��Fnonhelical
YX �v,w� + Fhelical

YX �v,w�� , �7�

which is independent of a in the inertial range. The indepen-
dence of a implies self-similarity in the inertial range. From
Eq. �7� we can draw the following inferences:

�i� The shell-to-shell energy transfer rate is a function of
n−m, that is, Tnm=T�n−i��m−i�. Hence, the turbulent en-
ergy transfer rates in the inertial range are all self-
similar. Note that this property holds only in the iner-
tial range.

�ii� Tnm
ub /�=−Tmn

bu /�, or b-to-u energy transfer rates from

shell m to shell n are equal and opposite to the u-to-b
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energy transfer rates from shell n to shell m. Hence
Tnm

bu /� can be obtained from Tmn
ub /� by inversion at

the origin.
�iii� The MHD energy fluxes are related to the shell-to-

shell energy transfers by the relationship

�Y�
X� = �

n=m+1

	

�n − m�Tnm
YX .

�iv� Net energy gained by a u-shell from u-to-u transfer is
zero because of self similarity. However, a u-shell can
gain or lose a net energy due to imbalance between
u-to-b and b-to-u energy transfers. By definition, we
can show that net energy gained by an inertial u-shell
is

�
m

�Tnm
ub − Tnm

bu � + Tnn
ub. �8�

Similarly, net energy gained by a b-shell from b-to-b transfer
is zero. However, net energy gained by an inertial b-shell due
to u-to-b and b-to-u transfers is

�
m

�Tnm
bu − Tnm

ub � + Tnn
bu. �9�

Now we compute the integrals of Eq. �7�; we denote the
nonhelical and helical parts by �Tnm

YX�nonhelical and �Tnm
YX�helical

respectively. Their properties are described below.

A. Nonhelical shell-to-shell energy transfer

We compute the nonhelical shell-to-shell energy transfer
using Fnonhelical

YX . We have chosen s=21/32. This study has been
done for various values of Alfvén ratios. Figure 1 contains
plots of �Tnm

YX /��nonhelical vs n−m for four typical values of
rA=0.5, 1, 5, 100. The numbers on the plots represent energy
transfer rates from shell m to shells m+1,m+2,…in the

right, and to shells m−1,m−2,…in the left. For rA=0.5, the
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maximum of b-to-u energy transfers �Tnm
ub �nonhelical /� and

�Tnm
bu �nonhelical /� occurs at m=n, and its values are approxi-

mately ±0.1, respectively. The corresponding values for rA

=5 are approximately 
0.053. By observing the plots we
find the following interesting patterns:

�i� The u-to-u energy transfer rate from shell m to shell
n�Tnm

uu �nonhelical /� is positive for n�m, and negative
for n�m. Hence, a u-shell gains energy from smaller
wavenumber u-shells, and loses energy to higher
wavenumber u-shells, implying that the energy cas-
cade is forward. Also, the absolute maximum occurs
for n=m±1, hence the energy transfer is local. For
kinetic energy dominated regime, s=21/2 yields
Tnm

uu /��35%, similar to Kraichnan’s test mean field
model �TFM� predictions.1

�ii� The b-to-b energy transfer rate Tnm
bb /� is positive for

n�m, and negative for n�m, and maximum for n
=m±1. Hence magnetic-to-magnetic energy transfer
is forward and local. This result is consistent with the
forward magnetic-to-magnetic cascade ��b�

b��0�.11,27

�iii� For rA�1 �kinetic energy dominated�, kinetic-to-
magnetic energy transfer rate �Tnm

bu �nonhelical /� is posi-
tive for most of the shells. For n−m�−30 or so, the
value is small and negative. These transfers have been
illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2�a�. Using Eq. �9� we find
that each u-shell loses a net kinetic energy to b-shells,
hence the turbulence is not steady. This phenomenon
is seen for all rA�1, and it could be one of the pro-
cesses responsible for dynamo action. For s
=21/4 , �Tnn

bu�nonhelical /��1.4, and the �Tnm
bu �nonhelical /�

is positive for n�m−1 and negative otherwise.

�iv� For rA=0.5 �magnetically dominated�, magnetic-to-
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kinetic energy transfer rate �Tnm
ub �nonhelical /� is positive

for most of the shells �see Figs. 1 and 2�b��. For n
−m�−30 or so, the value is small and negative. In
addition, using Eq. �8� we find that each b-shell loses
a net magnetic energy to u-shells, hence the turbu-
lence cannot be steady. This phenomenon is seen for
all rA�1. For s=21/4 , �Tnm

ub �nonhelical /� is positive for
n�m−1 and negative otherwise.

�v� The observations of items �iii� and �iv� indicate that

FIG. 1. The plots of shell-to-shell en-
ergy transfers �Tnm

YX�nonhelical /� vs n
−m for zero helicities ��c=rK=rM =0�
and Alfvén ratios rA=0.5, 1, 4, 100.
Here s=21/32. The u-to-u, b-to-u, u-to-
b, and b-to-b are represented by dot-
ted, dashed, chained, and solid lines,
respectively. For rA=0.5, the maxima
of �Tnm

ub �nonhelical /� and
�Tnm

bu �nonhelical /� are ±0.1, respectively.
The corresponding values for rA=5 are

0.053.

FIG. 2. Schematic illustration of nonhelical shell-to-shell energy transfers
Tnm

YX /� in the inertial range for �a� kinetic-energy dominated regime, and �b�
magnetic-energy dominated regime. In �a� the u-to- b energy transfer rate
Tnm

bu /� is positive for most n, while in �b� the b-to-u energy transfer rate
Tnm

ub /� is positive for most n. The u-to-u energy transfer rate Tnm
uu , and the

bb
b-to-b energy transfer rate Tnm are forward and local.
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kinetic-to-magnetic or the reverse energy transfer rate
almost vanishes near rA=1. We believe that the evo-
lution of MHD turbulence toward rA�1 in both de-
caying and steady-state is due to the above reasons.
For rA�1, MHD turbulence is not steady. This result
is similar to the Pouquet et al. prediction of equipar-
tition of kinetic and magnetic energy using EDQNM
calculation.18 An analogous result was discovered by
Stribling and Matthaeus29 in the context of the abso-
lute equilibrium ensemble �AEE� theory. The steady-
state value of rA in numerical simulations �e.g., De-
bliquy et al.,6 Dar et al.,10 Alexakis et al.,7 Mininni et
al.,8 and Haugen et al.30� and solar wind �e.g., Mat-
thaeus and Goldstein31� is around 0.5–0.6. The differ-
ence is probably because the realistic flows have more
interactions than those discussed above, e.g., nonlocal
coupling with forcing wavenumbers, coherent dissipa-
tive structures,32 etc.

�vi� When rA is not close to 1 �rA0.5 or rA�5�, u-to-b
shell-to-shell transfer involves many neighboring
shells �see Fig. 1�. This observation implies that u-b
energy transfer is somewhat nonlocal as predicted by
Pouquet et al.18

�vii� We compute energy fluxes using Tnm
YX, and find them to

be the same as that computed by Verma.11,27 Hence
both the results, flux and shell-to-shell energy transfer
rates, are consistent with each other.

Debliquy et al.6 performed decaying MHD turbulence simu-
lations and computed the shell-to-shell energy transfer rates.
The kinetic and magnetic helicity was approximately zero.
The Debliquy et al. results show that the shell-to-shell en-
ergy transfers are forward and local. They also find that in
the magnetically dominated MHD, the energy transfer from
the same shell is from magnetic field to velocity field. Since
the numerical simulations start with rA=1, the energy trans-
fer rates for the kinetic-energy dominated regime are not
known numerically. Our theoretical results are in general
agreement with the numerical results of Debliquy et al. As an
example, the numerical values of shell-to-shell energy trans-
fer rates shown in Fig. 9 of Debliquy et al.6 �rA�0.4� are
similar to our theoretical results shown in Fig. 1. A major
difference between theoretical and numerical values are for
Tub /� where the theoretical value for n=m is larger than its
numerical counterpart.

Debliquy et al.6 found that Tbu changes sign near rA

�0.5. In our theoretical calculation, the change of sign takes
place around rA�1. These findings are very encouraging,
and they yield an explanation why the asymptotic state of the
Alfvén ratio is close to 0.5. The difference between theory
and numerical simulations may be due to the neglect of
large-scale non-Kolmogorov-like behavior in theory, or due
to the fact that the Debliquy et al. results are based on de-
caying simulations, while the theoretical results assume
steady state. These issues need to be addressed.

Alexakis et al.7 and Mininni et al.8 computed shell-to-
shell energy transfers in forced MHD. In the inertial range,

the energy transfers are essentially local. However, the forc-
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ing velocity shell �at large length scale� provides energy to
the large-scale magnetic field. The forcing velocity shells
also provide energy to the inertial range shells by a nonlocal
channel. A similar picture was observed by Dar et al.10 in
forced 2D MHD turbulence. Our theoretical results are con-
sistent with the Alexakis et al. results in the inertial range.
Unfortunately, the present theoretical calculation cannot pre-
dict the coupling with the forcing shell.

After the above discussion on nonhelical MHD, we
move to helical MHD.

B. Helical contributions

Now we present computation of �Tnm
YX�helical /�, shell-to-

shell energy transfer rates for helical MHD �HM �0,HK

�0�.28 To simplify the equation, we consider only non-
Alfvénic fluctuations ��c=0�. We have chosen rA=1,rK

=0.1,rM =−0.1. These values are one of the typical param-
eter values chosen in numerical simulations. We take s
=21/4 to get an increased value for �Tnm

YX�helical /�. For the
above choice of parameters, Kolmogorov’s constant Ku

=0.78.28 In Fig. 3 we have plotted �Tnm
YX�helical /� vs n−m.

Our results on helical shell-to-shell transfers are given
below:

�i� Comparison of Fig. 2 with Fig. 1 �rA=1� shows that
helical energy transfers are an order-of-magnitude
lower than the nonhelical ones for the parameters cho-
sen here �rA=1,rK=0.1,rM =−0.1�. For maximal he-
licity, the helical and nonhelical values become com-
parable.

�ii� All the helical contributions are negative for n�m,
and positive for n�m. Hence, helical transfers are
from larger wavenumbers to smaller wavenumbers.
This is consistent with the inverse cascade of energy
due to helical contributions, as discussed by Pouquet
et al.18,28

�iii� We find that the helical shell-to-shell energy transfer
rate �Tnm

ub �helical and �Tnm
bb �helical is significantly positive

for −50�n−m0. This signals a nonlocal b-to-b and
u-to-b inverse energy transfers. Hence, helicity in-

FIG. 3. Helical contributions to shell-to-shell energy transfers�Tnm
YX�helical /�

vs n−m in helical MHD with rA=1,rK=0.1,rM =−0.1 and �c=0. Here s
=21/4.
duces nonlocal energy transfer between b-to-b and
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u-to-b wavenumber shells. This is in agreement with
the Pouquet et al. result18 that “residual helicity” in-
duces growth of large-scale magnetic field by nonlo-
cal interactions.

The theoretical findings listed above are consistent with Pou-
quet’s results based on EDQNM approximation18 and flux
calculations of Brandenburg et al.33 Alexakis et al.7 and
Mininni et al.8 have computed shell-to-shell energy transfer
in helical MHD turbulence; the helicity does change the en-
ergy transfer rates, however, in the absence of numerical
value of normalized kinetic and magnetic helicity �rK ,rM�,
we are not able to compare our results with their numerical
values.

In the next section we use our theoretical results and the
Debliquy et al.6 numerical results to argue why the
asymptotic state of MHD flows have rA�0.4–0.6.

III. CONNECTION WITH MHD ASYMPTOTIC STATE
„rAÉ0.4–0.6…

The solar wind observations and numerical simulations
show that the asymptotic state in the MHD flows have rA

�0.4–0.6. We find in our theoretical analysis that for rA

�1, there is a preferential transfer of kinetic energy to mag-
netic energy; in fact, a u-shell loses a net amount of kinetic
energy to a b-shell. For rA�1, the pattern of u-to-b energy
transfer is reversed, and there is a net transfer of energy from
magnetic to kinetic. This preferential energy transfer is mini-
mum for rA�1. Our theoretical calculation, however, is
based on an assumption of Kolmogorov’s spectrum for the
energy, which is not valid for the smaller wavenumber
modes. Here we use the Debliquy et al.6 decaying simula-
tions results for obtaining further insight into the large-scale
energy transfers.

Debliquy et al.6 showed that the energy flux from small-
wavenumber u-sphere to small wavenumber b-sphere is
positive for rA�0.63, and becomes negative for lower rA.
The global �inclusive of all shells� u-to-b energy transfer
changes sign at r=0.4. Hence, the smaller wavenumber’s
shells also play an important role in energy transfers. As a
result, the asymptotic state of MHD turbulence has Alfvén
ration close to 0.5. Thus our detailed analysis of shell-to-
shell energy transfer, and the Debliquy et al. global and flux
analysis is able to explain qualitatively why MHD turbulence
evolves to an asymptotic state with Alfvén ratio rA

�0.4–0.6. Our theoretical predictions are consistent with the
numerical results of Dar et al.10 whose asymptotic Alfvén
ratio rA is approximately 0.5. Alexakis et al.7 and Mininni et
al.8 also find their asymptotic Alfvén ratio rA to be less than
1.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have computed the shell-to-shell energy
transfers in MHD turbulence analytically. Our results provide
a theoretical explanation for the recently computed shell-to-
shell energy transfers using DNS. The contributions of non-
helical and helical terms have been calculated separately. We

find that the nonhelical u-to-u and b-to-b shell-to-shell en-
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ergy transfers are local as in fluid turbulence, i.e., most of
energy from a wavenumber shell is transferred to the neigh-
boring shells. Comparatively, helical u-to-b and b-to-u en-
ergy transfers involve distant shells �nonlocal�.

We find that the helical shell-to-shell energy transfer is
backward, that is from larger wavenumbers to smaller wave-
numbers. For rK=0.1,rM =−0.1, one of the typical values ob-
served in numerical simulations, the helical shell-to-shell en-
ergy transfer is an order-of-magnitude smaller than the
nonhelical ones. However, for maximal helicity, the helical
shell-to-shell energy transfer is comparable to the nonhelical
ones. In the present calculation, the parameters rK and rM

have been chosen to be constants. This is a gross assumption
considering that magnetic helicity and kinetic helicity have
different signs at different scales. Even then we obtain results
which are consistent with recent numerical results and earlier
theories �Frisch et al.34�. Hence, the present calculation ap-
pears to capture some of the essential features of helical
MHD turbulence.

Our results show that in the inertial range, for rA�1,
there is a preferential transfer of kinetic energy to magnetic
energy; the direction of energy transfer switches for rA�1.
The Debliquy et al.6 numerical simulations provide us im-
portant clues for the energy transfers at smaller wavenum-
bers. Using these results we can argue why the asymptotic
state of MHD turbulence evolves to Alfvén ratio of 0.5.

Our theoretical results are in general agreement with the
numerical results of Debliquy et al.,6 Dar et al.,10 Alexakis et
al., 7 and Mininni et al.,8 who observe local energy transfer
in the inertial range. In forced MHD turbulence with large-
scale velocity forcing, a significant energy transfer to large-
scale magnetic field and nonlocal energy transfer to inertial-
range magnetic field were found. Since the nonlinear energy
transfers involve only the velocity and magnetic field vari-
ables, we expect that the features of energy exchange in the
inertial range should remain approximately the same in de-
caying and forced MHD. However, the forcing at large-scale
velocity shell would affect the large-scale magnetic field, and
could also induce nonlocal interactions. A theoretical model
with forcing will be useful to understand forced MHD turbu-
lence.

Detailed pictures of energy transfer studied here are use-
ful for understanding various physical process, for example,
the dynamo mechanism to generate magnetic field in astro-
physical objects. These results are also useful in modeling
MHD flows and in simulations. For example, we need to
model backscatter and forward energy transfer for large-eddy
simulations. Refer to Debliquy et al.6 for a discussion on
backscatter and forward energy transfer in Fourier as well as
real space.

In EDQNM analysis, the wavenumber shells are loga-
rithmically binned. In the present analysis of MHD turbu-
lence, and many papers on fluid turbulence, local energy
transfers among wavenumber shells for nonhelical MHD are
shown. Hence, the local energy transfer assumptions made in
the EDQNM analysis is valid at least for nonhelical MHD.35

The energy transfers are somewhat more complex for helical
MHD.

18
Pouquet et al. performed extensive EDQNM analysis
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of MHD turbulence and showed that both local and nonlocal
interactions exist in MHD turbulence. The local interactions
cause the energy cascade, while the nonlocal ones cause eq-
uipartition of kinetic and magnetic energies. Pouquet et al.
argued for inverse cascade of magnetic energy from the com-
petition between helicity and Alfvén effect. Our analytic cal-
culation also predicts inverse magnetic-energy cascade due
to helicity. Our calculation shows that near-equipartition of
magnetic and kinetic energy is due to a complex process
involving inertial-range shell-to-shell interactions and small
wavenumber shells. This picture is somewhat different than
that of Pouquet et al.

To conclude, the shell-to-shell energy transfer rates pro-
vide important insights into inertial-range energy exchange
processes in MHD turbulence.
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